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As an owner/developer, you want a roof
that doesn’t leak, a cash register that
never breaks down, and a floor that stays
in perfect service.  We can take two issues
completely OFF THE TABLE.  ISE Logik’s
MVRA 900 liquid admixture is the
Best…Fastest…Cheapest way to eliminate
RISK and GUARANTEE every critical path
that relates to flooring, architectural
coatings and roofing.

                Logik’s MVRA 900  automatically  provides a way  to escape
                the dreaded “moisture testing” paradox; never arriving at a
                    moving target.  Each job rests on a “Lifetime of the Concrete”
Moisture and Adhesive Warranty.  A flawless record

The ingredients of Concrete haven’t
changed in 400 years.  What has changed
are the Adhesives & Coatings moving
towards “Water-Based” products. And the
feeble attempts to regulate those adhesive
installations with failed testing protocols;
calcium chloride and ‘in-situ’ testing.
There’s nothing wrong with your Concrete
- - So Stop Testing It….

MVRA 900 - CONCRETE ADMIXTURE

to date, with millions of square feet down all over
the United States.  Priced and supplied by all the
major ready-mix producers in your area.  Budgeted
at eleven cents ($0.11) a square foot, per inch of
concrete thickness - installed.



 Logik’s MVEC 710 System -
■ No Moisture Testing necessary,
■  Effective up to 100% Relative Humidity,
■  Need clean, dust free, permeable & CSP-1 surface only,
■  One-part formula; no jobsite mixing,
■  pH Blocker; effective in the 5 - 14 pH range,
■  8-Hour Cure Time,
■  Budgeted at half the cost of the three 2-part systems above, and 1/3rd the time,
■  Can be used with MVBP 600 - Bond Enhancer & Encapsulator (cutback & porous substrates)
■  Industry leading 10-Year Warranty.
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As an owner/developer, you want to stay
flexible and “rehab” your occupants’
space as needed, knowing full well, once
you pull off that old ‘cutback’ adhesive,
you’re going to be vulnerable to
moisture/vapor emissions.  In the past,
Koster, Ardex and Aquafin have been your
tried-and-true, proven systems. Problem
was….they’re expensive and require
perfect workmanship!

Logik’s MVEC 710 Moisture/Vapor Barrier
system is the Best…Fastest…Cheapest
way to eliminate RISK and GUARANTEE
your on-time flooring installations over
existing concrete.  This system is
manufactured by the largest commercial
adhesive manufacturer in the USA.

MVEC 710 - MOISTURE/VAPOR BARRIER
FOR POST-INSTALLED CONCRETE REHABILITATION


